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Abstract 

Some Chinese Muslims (who became known later as Dungans) migrated to Russia 
from China in 1877-1878 and 1881-1884. The third group of the first migration 
settled in Karakunuz (present-day Masanchin). Two Russians who visited the 
site in 1897 wrote a detailed description of life in the settlement. It touches upon 
their food, clothing, farming methods, social customs, dialect, and other things, 
and concludes with translations of fifteen riddles, two proverbs, and five anecdotes. 
Their work is translated here for the first time into English, followed by a brief 
overview of how the life-style of the inhabitants of the same village has changed in 
recent years. 
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INTRODUCTION 

T HE Dungans, the descendants of Chinese Muslims who migrated 
to Russia over a hundred years ago, are an ethnic minority 
of Central Asia.1 They arrived in Russia in two distinct 

migrations. The  first migration was the direct outcome of the Mus- 
lim rebellions in northwest China (1862-1878). After the fall of 
Kashgar and the final victory of the Manchus in Xinjiang, three groups 
of Muslim rebels crossed the Tien Shan mountains into Russia during 
the exceptionally harsh winter of 1877. The first group, Turfan rebels 
under the leadership of Ma Da-ren ,%%A (also known as Ma-da-lao- 
ye E;kZ$$), went northwest. This group of refugees, about 1,000 
people in all, eventually arrived in Osh. The second group, Gansu 
rebels from Di-dao-zhou &f%$lsl, was led by Ahung A-ye-lao-ren B~EJ 
P q s Z h .  In  the spring of 1878, 1,130 of them were settled in Yrdyk, 
a small village nine miles from Przheval'sk. The  third group, rebels 
from Shaanxi Province, was led by one of the leaders of the Muslim 
rebellions, Bo Yan-hu BB&. The refugees in this group, 3,314 in all, 
were settled in a smal! place called Karakunuz, eight kilometers from 
Tokmak. 

The  second migration of Chinese Muslims to Russia occurred after 
the signing of the Treaty of St. Petersburg on 12 February 1881. The 
Ili region was occupied by Russian troops in 1871 and was under the 
jurisdiction of the Russian governor-general of Turkestan until 1881. 
According to one of the treaty's provisions, Chinese Muslims and 
Uighurs of the Ili region could either stay under the oppressive, 
much-hated Manchu rule or move to Russia. Most chose to move 
and selected Sokuluk, a small village situated thirty kilometers west 
of the present capital of Kirgizstan, as their final destination. Un- 
like the refugees in the first migration who settled in three com- 
pact groups, the settlers from the Ili region moved from 1881 to 
1884 in small parties and settled all along the thousand-kilometer route. 

[ 244 I 
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According to the central archives of Kazakh S.S.R., the official number 
of Chinese Muslim settlers from Kul'ja was 4,682 people in all 
(~USUROV 1961, 34). 

The  rough estimate of the total number of Dungans who arrived 
in Russia during these two migrations is over 10,000 people. By 1979 
there were 52,000 Dungans, and by 1985 there were 70,000. Eighty 
per-cent of these live in the Ch'u Valley of Kirgizstan and the Kurdai 
region of Kazakhstan, the two major centers of which are Bishkek 
(former Frunze) and Alma-Ata, respectively. The  increase in their 
number is due to at least three factors: they tend to have six to eight 
children per family; they are extremely hardworking people; and their 
living conditions are exceptionally good. 

A small number of Dungans live in the cities. Some of these 
urban Dungans are school teachers, doctors, or scholars who work in 
the Academy of Sciences in Bishkek, for instance. But the majority 
of Dungans are farmers living and working in Dungan settlements. 

Depending on the place of origin of their ancestors in China and 
the location of their early settlements in Russia, Dungans are divided 
into two ethnographic groups: the Gansu Dungans, who speak the 
Gansu Dungan dialect, and the more conservative Shaanxi Dungans, 
who speak the Shaanxi Dungan dialect. The  two groups differ slightly 
in language and customs. 

Dungans have retained many things that they brought from China: 
songs, legends, stories, wedding and funeral customs, and their speech, 
which is the earthy, colloquial speech of the Chinese countryside. 
Their clothes, and even more so their houses, have undergone a change, 
but they still have courtyards in their houses, they still use Chinese- 
type padded quilts, and they often sit and sleep on the large heated 
platforms known as kangs E. Their food and their cooking and eating 
habits have not changed at all. They still use chopsticks, and the 
names of their dishes and cooking terms are Chinese. 

Most of the refugees and settlers who arrived in Russia were poor, 
illiterate peasants or small urban craftsmen. The mullahs knew the 
Arabic script of the Koran and a few Dungans could write Chinese 
characters, which they rendered badly with many mistakes. At that 
time they only had stories, poems, legends, songs, proverbs, and riddles 
in oral form. F. V. POIIARKOV was the first person to record their 
oral literature (1900). V. TSIBUZGIN and A. SHMAKOV'S Russian trans- 
literation (1909) of some of the Dungan riddles, proverbs, and stories 
of the 1897 period (which are presented below) was the second publica- 
tion of Dungan oral art in written form. The first draft of a Dun- 
gan alphabet, based on Latin letters, appeared only in 1927. After 
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1939, the Cyrillic alphabet gradually replaced the various Latin alpha- 
bets of all the national minority languages in the Soviet republics of 
Central Asia. The  present Dungan alphabet, based on the Cyrillic 
alphabet plus five additional letters, was adopted at a series of con- 
ferences between 1953 and 1955. An extensive literature, including a 
newspaper, school textbooks, poetry, novels, short stories, dictionaries, 
and works on linguistics, history, and phonetics, has been published in 
both alphabets. 

A WORK ON ONE OF THE EARLY SETTLEMENTS 
After their two migrations the Dungans settled in close-knit groups, 
which is how they have preserved their language and culture. Straight 
after their migrations they started to cultivate the mostly barren virgin 
land that was allocated to them, and the survival of the Dungans as a 
separate entity is due to the perseverance and hard work of these original 
settlers. Once settled, the Dungans did not move far from the original 
locations. Later on, the flourishing kolkhozes emerged from these 
early settlements. The  arrival of the kolkhozes united or subdivided 
the original selos (big villages). The  original settlements, for example 
Yrdyk, Karakunuz (the present selo of Masanchin), and Sokuluk (the 
present selo of Aleksandrovka), still exist today, but as the number of 
Dungans increased new selos and kolkhozes appeared in the same area. 
Most of these selos and kolkhozes are discussed in general works on 
the Dungans, some of which are mentioned in the References. Also 
mentioned are several books on the Dungan migrations and their early 
life in Russia; one, ~okirkov's book, warrants special mention. Written 
in 1901, it describes in detail, and from the Dungan point of view, the 
Chinese Muslim rebellions in China. He also describes how "these 
pitiful, downtrodden and intimidated peoplev-the defeated Muslims 
-crossed the border and arrived in Russia. Although in the last few 
pages of his work he does say a few words about the Dungans' "first 
steps" in Russia, this book is not about the early life of Dungans just 
after their migrations ( P O ~ ~ R K O V  1901 ; citations from pages 72 and 76). 

We know of the Dungans' early life in Russia from the very in- 
teresting account written by two Russians, Tsibuzgin and Shmakov. 
They describe life in the village of Karakunuz in 1897, nineteen years 
after the settlement was started. The article's value is manifold: a) 
published in 1909, it is one of the earliest written accounts of Dungan 
life after the migrations; b) it is an eyewitness report written by two 
men with an exceptionally good eye for detail; c) unlike the many 
valuable works written later by Soviet and Dungan scholars, it has no 
Communist overtones; d) no other work known to me describes the 
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everyday life of the Dungans soon after thcir arrival in Russia in such 
fine detail. M. SUSHANLO'S The Dungans of Semirech'e: The Period 
before the October Revolution (1959) comes closest to doing this. But 
while T^sibuzgin and Shmakov concentrate on evcryday lifc in one 
spccific place and time, Sushanlo presents dctailed information on the 
cconomy and agriculture of the whole area throughout which the Dun- 
gans scattcrcd aftcr their migrations, and covers the time from their 
arrival until thc October Rcvolution. Whcreas 'fiibuzgin and Shmakov, 
for exarnplc, dcscribe the hairstylc of Dungan girls, list the vcgetables 
grown by thc Dungans, and rcvcal that the Dungans smokc opium, sing 
wcll, and are avid cardplaycrs, Sushanlo tends to dwell on such topics as 
Czarist colonial policy, Lcninisrn, cxploitation of the masses by capital- 
ists and clergy, and the great progress madc under the Communist 
regime. Sushanlo does not cite '&ibuzgin and Shmakov in this work, 
though on page 79 he does mention that T^sibuzgin was a tcachcr in 
the Russian-Dungan school in Karakunuz. Howevcr, in his gcncral 
work on the Dungans he does quote the work of thcse two Russians 
(SUSHANLO 1971, 11, 20, 150, 151, 155, 184, 188, 201, 235). 

In  1965, Karakunuz was renamcd Masanchin. In  his book on 
Masanchin, I. ~ U S U P O V  (1967) describes the economic and political 
devclopmcnt of Karakunuz aftcr the October Revolution. He mcn- 
tions 'hibuzgin and Shmakov's work once, on page 63. 

Two more works should be mentioncd here, a book by the Dun- 
gan scholar Kh. hsurov,  published in 1961, and a long article by 
thc Russian scholar G. Stratanovich, which appeared in 1963. 'l'he 
first two chapters of hsurov's book are on thc Dungan migrations. 
His third chaptcr, on Dungan life in thc various ncw locations, in- 
cludcs such facts as that in 1887 the Karakunuz Dungans had 473 
horses and 131 donkeys. His last chaptcr is on thc position of the 
early Dungan scttlcrs in the colonial structurc of Czarist Russia. I t  
deals with such topics as land distribution; the power of thc Dungan 
clcrgy; corrupt elections in the Dungan villages; the dying out of 
"feudal rcmnants"; the emcrgcnce of rich Dungans and hence the 
development of capitalism; and the administrative, political, and econo- 
mic relationships betwecn Dungans and the Russian authorities, thc 
Kirghiz, and thc Icazakhs. rusurov mentions T^sibuzgin and Shmakov's 
work only once (page 58 and notc 3), when hc quotes thcm as saying 
that there were not enough Dungan women in Karakunuz and so 
Dungan men married not only Kirghiz womcn, but also Uighur, 
Kazakh, Tatar, and Russian women. In  fact, T^sibuzgin and Shmakov 
do not mention Uighur, Kazakh, and Russian brides at all. Still, 
fkurov's  work is cxtremcly valuable in that he givcs the Dungans' own 
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account and quotes Russian sources obtained from the local archives. 
As for Stratanovich's work, he visited the Dungans on several oc- 

casions (in 1944, 1945, and 1946, for instance) and has written several 
reports on his field trips. His long article on the Dungans (1963) is 
apolitical and offers many minute and fascinating insights, as well as 
amusing impressions about such matters as weddings, funerals, eating 
habits, and clothes. A general work covering many aspects of Dungan 
life from the migration period up to 1963, it touches also on the period 
described by 'f?sibuzgin and Shmakov. In  fact, although Stratanovich 
has no footnotes and does not mention his sources, there are places in 
his account of the Dungans' early life in Russia that are thought to be 
from T^sibuzgin and Shmakov's work. 

One additional work should be mentioned here, though it is focused 
narrowly on the buildings and street plans of Dungan settlements. 
This  is a recent book by a young Dungan scholar, A. A. DZHON (1986). 
I n  it he describes early and present-day Dungan houses, courtyards, 
mosques, cemeteries, and marketplaces. There are sections on the 
furnishings of Dungan homes, on how mud bricks are made, and on the 
customs, popular beliefs, and superstitions connected with choosing a 
site or building a house. The  book has valuable illustrations. Dzhon 
quotes Stratanovich, Sushanlo, ~oi^arkov, and T^sibuzgin and Shmakov, 
although in his introduction he writes that the works of the prerevolu- 
tionary writers (of whom ~oi^arkov, T^sibuzgin, and Shmakov are the best) 
give very valuable but rather general, often superficial, information on 
the life-style, culture, and housing of the early Dungan settlers (1986, 
3-4). 

From the above it is evident that, except in Dzhon's, ~ s u p o v ' s ,  
and especially Sushanlo's work, T'sibuzgin and Shmakov's article was 
either not mentioned at all, misquoted, or quoted without acknowledge- 
ment by contemporary Dungan and Russian scholars. Yet, in spite of 
its clumsy and sketchy section on the origin of the Chinese Muslims 
and their rebellions, in my opinion it is a very valuable work as far as 
everyday Dungan life in the early settlements is concerned. The  im- 
pressions of the two Russians are translated into English in full below, 
and it is left to the reader to judge the value of this firsthand account. 
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KARAKUNUZ IN 1897 (as described by V. T^sibuzgin and A. S h m a k o ~ ) ~  
The  Dungans under Russian sovereignty are noticeably different in 
their life-style and language from the other multiracial inhabitants of 
Russian-owned Central Asia. The Dungans are Chinese Muslims of 
the Sunni sect of the Islamic faith. This faith reached China from 
Arabia in 632 A.D. during the sixth year of the Zhen-guan [$@&I reign 
of Emperor Tai-zong [ A s ]  of the Tang dynasty. This is testified by 
Si, a Muslim scholar from Arabia who is the son of Lan-s&i [actually 
Lan xu j&%<], who has published an epistle in Chinese in which he 
briefly explains the rules of the true Islamic religion. Si writes that 
during the sixth year of the Zhen-guan reign of the Tang emperor 
Tai-zong, during the time of the holiest Mu-khan-mo-d& (Moham- 
med) in the Celestial Country (Arabia), the maternal uncle of Moham- 
med, the nobleman [ A h ]  Vang-g&-shi [Wang-go-shi B{@-L- or E&Prfi] 
(Ibn-gamza) [Ibn Wahb or Sahid Saad Wakkas], leading three thousand 
men and bringing with him the sacred book of ~ ~ [ i ] n ~ - ~ u - d r  [l]a-ni 
[Jing-gu-er-la-ni $?$&f@+$E] (the Koran), entered the Middle King- 
dom. The Tang emperor Tai-zong, seeing that the newly arrived 
nobleman from the west was well-mannered, educated, and possessed 
of great knowledge, ordered the ruler of his capital of Chang-an [-Es] 
to build a da-fixing chxhen-sy [da qing-xhen-si A-BB+] (which means 
"a temple of great cleanliness and truthv-a mosque) and earnestly 
begged the nobleman to settle in Chang-an. Vang-g&-shi fulfilled the 
emperor's wish and settled in Chang-an with his retinue. Later, when 
the number of the newcomers had considerably increased, Emperor 
Tai-zong ordered two more mosques to be built, in T ŝzî ang ning [Jiang- 
ning a @ ]  and Guang-chzhao-fu [Guang-zhou-fu @$bl$f] (Nanking and 
Canton), so that the additional people would settle in these places.3 

The etymological meaning of the word dungane [Dungans] is not 
known; some scholars believe that the Dungans originated from Furus, 
but so far this opinion has not been proven. As for the Dungans, they 
refer to themselves as tung-g~-ni .~ 

I n  the past, as Chinese subjects the Dungans were very dissatisfied 
with both the Chinese people and the government of the Celestial 
Empire and on this account there were frequent Dungan revolts for 
many years. During these revolts there were mutual killings of Chinese 
and Dungans and all sorts of other horrors that inevitably occur in 
such situations. About thirty years ago, dissatisfaction with the Chi- 
nese caused a portion of the Dungans to migrate to the territory of 
Asiatic Russia and adopt Russian citizenship. The  Dungan new- 
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comers settled in various regions [oblast'] of Russian Turkestan-in 
the districts [uexd] of Pishpek, Przheval'sk, Vernyi, Aulihatinsk, and 
Osh. 

We will not discuss here the reasons for the hostile relationship 
between the Chinese and the Dungans. This question is very com- 
plicated and awaits a special investigation in the future. Even the 
specially commissioned Sosnovsky expedition to China of 1874, which 
cost the Russian government several tens of thousands of rubles (36,071 
rubles, in fact), was not able to collect any definite information on this 
question. As for the Karakunuz Dungans, they say that they rose 
against the Chinese because the Chinese mocked and insulted their 
religious rites. I n  their opinion, the Chinese taunted the Islamic religion 
because the Chinese wanted to guard against having all the sons of 
the Celestial Empire become Muslims. 

In  the present report we intend to touch briefly upon the life of the 
Dungans of Russian citizenship who have settled in one specific place 
in Russian Turkestan. This place is the small village [selenie] of Kara- 
kunuz, which is located in the Pishpek District of the Semirech'e Region 
[~ernirechenskaG oblast']. The  inhabitants of Karakunuz, who came 
from Shaanxi Province, are somewhat different from the Dungans who 
migrated to Turkestan from the Ili area in 1882 [1881-18841 when the 
city of Kul'ja was handed over to the Chinese. Although the informa- 
tion on the life of the Dungans in this report is far from complete, never- 
theless we hope an account, however brief, will be of some interest, 
since the literature on this subject is scarce. 

The  name of the village is from Kirghiz. Translated, it means "black 
beetle" (kara means "black" and kunux "beetle"). One can conclude 
that the place received such a strange name because of the abundance 
of black beetles that one sees there in spring and summer. I n  fact, 
one encounters a rather large number of black beetles of various sizes 
all along the post road between Vernyi and Tokmak.5 The Dungans, 
however, call this village either Kha-la-gun-gun-6zy [Ha-la-gun-gun- 
zi], which is the incorrect Dungan rendering of the name Karakunuz, 
or Ingpan [&%I,  which means "a camp, an encampment." The  
Dungans gave the village this name because when they first settled in 
Karakunuz it did in fact resemble a camp.6 

The village of Karakunuz is situated at the foot of mountains, 
along a small mountain river called the Karakunuzka. In  summer the 
water from this river is drawn into the irrigation ditches [aryks] to ir- 
rigate the fields. The  village itself is about eight miles [versta; one 
versta is 3,500 feet] from the nearest large Russian village, the selo of 
Big Tokmak, where the post-and-telegraph office is located. According 
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to the Dungans, there are about 1,000 households in Karakunuz, over 
4,000 people in all, among whom are a small number of Sarts, Taran- 
chis, and Kirghiz-Kaisaks [Kazakhs], but absolutely no Russians. 

The Karakunuz Dungans build their houses in Chinese style, al- 
though some houses in the village are of Russian type. The lattice 
framework in the windows of the Dungan-style houses is the same as 
in Chinese windows, with the lattice framework pasted over with oiled 
paper instead of glass, but some houses have Russian-style windows 
with glass panes. Nearly every household has a vegetable garden and 
a small orchard.' 

As mentioned before, all the Karakunuz Dungans are Muslims. 
There are several prayerhouses for the performance of religious rites, 
and each prayerhouse has a privately hired mullah. There are neither 
official mosques nor officially appointed mullahs in Karakunuz.8 What 
usually happens is that several Dungan families, who do not necessarily 
live near each other but who are drawn together because they like each 
other, build a prayerhouse with their own money and then invite a suita- 
ble mullah. This prayerhouse is used only by members of these families. 
The mullahs' livelihood is paid for by their parishioners. The mullahs 
perform the religious services and also teach the Dungan children the 
religious principles of Islam in the schools that are located in nearly 
every prayerhouse. The number of pupils varies: one school might 
have twenty-five boys and another not more than three. The boys 
study in the school for about eight years.s Some Dungans, following 
the example of other Muslims, go on pilgrimage to Mecca. They 
observe the same religious holidays and celebrate the same special feast 
days as other Muslims. They are fairly strict in observing the thirty- 
day urazu fast. During this fast, every day at sunset one can hear 
along the streets of Karakunuz the characteristic proclamation: "Kai- 
1e fizci-1e" [K'eli dzsli HJ'BJ'] (lit., "the fast is opened," i.e., "break 
the fast"). The callers are usually schoolboys who are ordered by 
mullahs to perform this duty. Unlike such of their neighbors as 
Sarts, Kirghiz, and Tatars, the Karakunuz Dungans do not eat horse- 
meat, and, like the Chinese, neither do they drink any kind of milk. 
Like all other Muslims, they do not eat pork. Every week they wor- 
ship on Friday. The most important and solemn days for Dungans 
are Uraza aidi and Kurbang, the New Year holiday Alfa, and the festive 
days of Bkirat. Besides the holy days the Dungans also observe the 
general Muslim feast days. In addition, they always observe the an- 
niversaries of the deaths of their relatives and annual funeral repasts 
called go-ne-di [BSM], which attract many people. On 12 October 
1897, for example, one Karakunuz Dungan by the name of Sy-myn-la 
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held an annual funeral repast for his father and had 150 guests of both 
sexes. Generally speaking, Dungans have many celebrations.10 

Dungan food is very distinctive and mainly consists of noodles 
made of wheat or pea flour served with meat cut into small pieces and 
spiced with such ingredients as chili, onion, garlic, vinegar, salt, rad- 
ish, and cucumber.11 Dungans eat food with the help of two wooden 
sticks that are called kuai-fizy [k'uadzz' @-?I; these take the place of 
our forks. They also eat rice, but they never offer it to guests, as they 
regard this as improper. Dungan food is very tasty and of great variety. 
Many Russians like Dungan meals. In  September 1897, Labbe, a 
member of the Paris Geographical Society, visited Karakunuz. He 
dined at the home of the district [volost', a small rural district] head 
of Karakunuz, Sybar ~i^udai^uan [Sibar Liutaiyan in Dungan] and was 
so impressed by Dungan food that he asked that his compliments 
be conveyed to the host and declared that in traveling through the 
Russian domains in Asia, nowhere had he tasted meals as good as 
the Dungans'. I t  is possible that we are dealing here merely with 
French courtesy, but on the other hand it is possible that the French 
traveler's words truly reflected his mood. Guests are served two, four, 
nine, ten, or thirteen dishes; any other number is unacceptable to Dun- 
gans. 'l'ea and a variety of sweets are served before and after meals.1" 
The  Dungans use many and various hot and spicy ingredients in their 
food; they especially like vinegar, chillies, onions, and garlic. Dungan 
vinegar is dark brown in color and has a sour taste and smell. I t  is 
very cheap: one bottle costs one kopeck. I t  is made from wheat and 
wheat bran and goes bad very quickly, even in cold weather. 'l'he 
Dungan names for the most common spices and vegetables are as 
follows: vinegar is fiu [ts'u E l ,  chili is lafizy [ladzz' @*I, salt is 
. .- 

stan-tan [gjan-$an onion is pi-& fizy [p'iiadzz I&$*], shallot 
is fiung [ts'uy &I, garlic is suan [man GI, cucumber is khuang-gua 
[xuoykua &A], watermelon is si-gua [gikua B n ] ,  melon is ti&-gua 
[t'jankua g/jlS], potato is &ng-&i [i3yjy @TI, pumpkin is vo-gua 
[wakua @)XI, and rice is bki-mi [pijmi ax]. Chzhdng-mu [tsz'ymama 
;&&@]--small, round, plain rolls [dumplings] that are steamed in spe- 
cial cylindrical wooden containers placed over pots of boiling water- 
are always served at every Dungan meal. Dungans are very fond of 
boiled young sweet corn, and this is sold, already cooked, very cheaply: 
one can get three or four cobs for one kopeck. 'l'he old corn is used 
as fodder for horses. 

Dungan clothes are very distinctive. Both men and women wear 
Chinese-style shoes called khai [xa &I. Women, like men, wear trou- 
sers, which are always red, and Chinese-style long and short gowns. 
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Generally speaking, Dungan clothes are very similar to Chinese clothes, 
although the former are losing their national character. Many Dun- 
gans have already substituted the soft, heelless Tatar ichigi [Central 
Asian knee boots] and even Russian boots for their shoes and are also 
wearing [Central Asian] beshmets, kamzols [quilted jackets], and khalats 
[oriental robes]. Dungan men in Karakunuz shave their heads and 
wear the usual Muslim skullcaps, fur hats, quilted down-filled grey- 
colored hats with black border, or wide-brimmed Chinese straw hats. 
In  the summer they simply tie a piece of white cloth around their heads 
like the Russian chepchik [bonnet].l4 Dungans do not have pigtails, 
except when a Dungan has to go to China secretly in order to find his 
relatives. In  such cases the pigtail gives a Dungan of Russian citizen- 
ship an opportunity to travel safely in China, as it is difficult to distin- 
guish them from the Dungans who are Chinese citizens, who without 
exception have pigtails and wear Chinese clothes. Preparation for 
such an excursion needs time and caution. A Dungan who is planning 
to go to China grows a pigtail for three or four years, and at the same 
time must take great care to conceal his intentions from the local autho- 
rities, who do not allow Dungans to cross the border. When the pigtail 
is long enough, the traveller secretly crosses the border, puts on Chinese 
clothes and then wanders freely in the Great Qing State trying to locate 
the people whom he has come to find. When he achieves his goal, the 
Dungan then poses as a Chinese citizen and obtains an identity card 
from the Chinese authorities and a visa from the consulate. Pretending 
that he is a Chinese merchant, he travels back to Russia. In  this way, 
he returns safely to Karakunuz. However, we have been told that the 
Dungans in Przheval'sk all have pigtails. 

Dungan maidens plait their hair into pigtails, while the Dungan 
women, like Chinese women, arrange their hair in beautiful and bouf- 
fant coiffures. Both the girls and young women decorate their hair 
with a large amount of ornaments: a variety of bright-colored real or 
artificial flowers; silver combs of a special design; and artificial butter- 
flies with small silver bells attached to them. ?'he little girls run freely 
and without embarrassment on the streets of Karakunuz, but girls 
of marriageable age behave like recluses and carefully avoid the im- 
pudent glances of the young men of Karakunuz. Some Dungan girls 
play very skilfully a miniature musical instrument called a ku-chdng-fiza 
[k'u-tj'jan-dzal.15 Many Dungan women have Chinese-style muti- 
lated feet. The  Dungans, like Chinese, call these small [bound] feet 
fixin-1&-dr [tjigliar &%%I, which means "golden lotus, golden lily." 
However, Dungan women who were born as Russian citizens do not 
have bound feet, but normal feet.16 We heard two legends about the 
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disfigurement of feet. One of the legends is as follows. A long time 
ago, some of the fair sex, outraged by their tyrant-husbands' cruel 
treatment of them, revolted against them. The  wives attacked the 
husbands and gave them a good beating. After this, in order to save 
future generations of males from such aggressive action, the men 
thought up the fashion of binding women's feet. According to the 
other legend, the disfigurement of women's feet was done with one 
aim only, and that was to force them to sit most of the time during 
the period of their physical development, as it was believed that the 
more a woman sat the better and stronger the pelvic parts of her 
body would be. Dungan women and girls wear earrings and brace- 
lets. As with the Chinese, white is the color of mourning, and - 

Dungans of both sexes wear clothes made of white material at 
funerals. Generally speaking, Dungans think that white looks good 
on old people and that red looks good on young people. During bad 
or rainy weather, Dungans tie small wooden planks to their feet, with 
spikes on the bottom. These are called ni-difiza (ni meaning "mud" 
and difixa meaning "shoe sole") [nitidza ?RJ.&~]. In  winter, Dungans 
wear earmuffs that are made of cloth and sometimes lined with fur. 
During the hot weather, Dungans are very fond of using fans and fly- 
swats, the latter looking like short horsetails. Quite a few Dungans 
wear large Chinese-style glasses. Another object of interest they wear 
is the Chinese pocket purse called uidufiza [jytGdza %jtW, fish 
stomach]. Embroidered with various Chinese motifs, this pocket looks 
like a purse and is worn by Dungans over the stomach. The  women 
and girls all like to dress up in brightly colored garments; the most 
popular colors are red, green, and yellow. 

The  main occupation of the Karakunuz Dungans is farming.17 
They grow wheat, barley, oats, corn, peas, lentils, flax, colza, millet, 
and gao l&ng [koligg (sorghum). From the sorghum stalks they 
make Chinese-style brooms for their own use and for sale. They also 
grow vegetables such as melons, watermelons, cucumbers, pumpkins, 
potatoes, radishes, beetroot, cabbages, capsicums, eggplants, onions, 
garlic, and kohlrabi.18 But their main crop is rice, which, however, 
is sown only by rich Dungans, since rice planting is a difficult task 
requiring labor, skill, and a considerable financial output. Before 
planting rice, they first plough the field properly and then divide it 
into square and oblong-shaped sections. The  sections are separated 
by raised paths made of turf. The  paths are from one to one-and-a- 
half arshin high [one arshin equals twenty-eight inches]. The  lengthwise 
paths (along which the water flows) are a quarter of an arshin in width and 
the paths that cross them at right angles are two- to three-quarters of an 
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arshin in width. The  earth in each section is dug over once again and 
then each section is filled with water. The  water is then stirred up 
and the rice is thrown straight into the water. The  rice grains sink 
straight to the bottom and as the water clears a thick layer of silt settles 
over the rice grains. T h e  rice sprouts and grows in the water. When 
the rice ears are formed, the water is drained away and the rice ripens 
in the beds. While the rice is growing in the water, the water is oc- 
casionally changed, cold water never being used; the water is always 
first warmed by sunlight in unused sections that are specially prepared 
for this purpose. Guarding the rice paddies is done by watchmen- 
laborers who also have the duty of frightening off the wild ducks 
that appear over the fields in very large numbers. After Dungans 
started to plant rice, the rice in the Semirech'e area became much cheap- 
er.19 When the Dungans are not occupied with agriculture, some of 
them take up the carrier trade, and many become merchants. One 
finds carpenters, blacksmiths, silversmiths, and horse doctors among 
the Dungans. Some of them run eating houses in Tokmak in which 
one can get tea and a Dungan meal very cheaply. Some run factories 
that produce linseed or colza oil, vermicelli made of pea flour, or sweets 
made of rice or millet. Some work at water mills. A few repair china, 
skillfully joining the broken pieces with copper clips.20 One can say 
in general that Dungans are hardworking and honest people. But 
they are quick-tempered and revengeful; when offended, they do not 
forget the injury quickly, and because of this they often quarrel among 
themselves. During these quarrels knives are frequently used.21 The  
whole of the Karakunuz population is divided into two enemy camps: 
Ir'akshi and h m a n .  The  hostile relationship between these two groups 
has been going on for many years and was so bitter in the beginning 
that the Dungans of each group went from Karakunuz to Tokmak by 
different roads in order not to meet each other, and relatives from these 
two opposing groups, although living under the same roof, did not 
speak to each other or eat from the same pot. One has only to look 
through the Semirech'e regional records of any given year to see that 
many bloody dramas have occurred among the Dungans. The  words 
&kshi and &man for the Dungan groups are Turkic, and mean "good" 
and "bad," respectively. According to the Dungans, the two parties 
were formed under the following circumstances. Some Dungans lodged 
a complaint against their leader Bo Yan-hu, whom they also call Khuda- 
zhkn [Xu Ta-qir~ EAA] (the great man Khu). A district head arrived 
in Karakunuz to investigate the complaint. When he was making in- 
quiries about the matter, a larger crowd gathered and divided into two 
groups, one accusing Bo Yan-hu, crying "Da zh&n &man," i.e., "The 
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great man is bad," while the other group, defending him, screamed: 
"Da zh&n Gkshi," i.e., "The great man is good."22 

A good harvest of rice and wheat is followed by a great number of 
weddings. As there are considerably fewer women than men in Kara- 
kunuz, the price for a Dungan bride is high. I n  1897, the Dungans 
told us that the kalym [bride-money] for a Dungan bride fluctuated 
between 240 and 400 rubles. Poor Dungans often try to find brides 
among the Kirghiz because Kirghiz brides can be obtained more 
cheaply. Many Dungans have married Tatar or Sart women. There 
are Dungan daredevils who secretly abduct Kirghiz girls as brides. 
Several of these fellows turned to us for advice on how to best abduct 
a Kirghiz bride without having to answer for the consequences. We 
drew their attention to Clause 1549 of the Penal Code. 

Dungans do not like to stay in Karakunuz for too long without a 
break. They visit Big Tokmak fairly often. Nearly every morning 
a long string of Dungan carts heads for Tokmak, each cart drawn by 
two horses. T h e  drivers, skillfully using a special whip, urge the 
horses on with such exclamations as "Uo-uo-uo!" "Yo!" or "Tyrch!" 
Dungans regard Tokmak as a kind of club: they drink tea there, eat 
noodles, smoke opium, play cards, set up  quail fights, and chat loudly 
about the issues of the day. This is where they conclude their business 
deals, pick up news, and share their impressions, returning to Karakunuz 
after midday. Many Dungans travel about on horseback. Dungan 
saddles are considered to be comfortable, but they have one defect in 
that they are a bit heavy for the horses. Dungans like to keep pacers, 
and one can often see sportsmen in Karakunuz galloping very fast on 
them. One must give credit to the Dungans for their love of horses 
and for knowing how to look after them: they feed them diligently on 
corn, peas, barley, and bran, and they love to decorate them with rib- 
bons, tassels, pendants, bells, and saddlecloths. Dungans rarely have 
bad horses. Incidentally, we feel that it is not superfluous to explain 
here the imperative words with which the Dungans address their 
horses: "uo-uo-uo" means "turn to the right"; "&" means "turn to 
the left"; "tyrch" urges the horse to proceed; "0" orders the horse to 
stop; "SO" means "go back"; "hi', is a strong command to proceed; 
and "tyr-tyr-tyr" is used on the occasions when Dungans want to 
entice the horse to come to them. 

I n  their free time, the Karakunuz Dungans play cards recklessly. 
T h e  cards they use are Chinese and are very unusual, being long and 
narrow; the full pack has eighty-four cards. Among Dungans one 
meets singers who sing and play the balalaika very skillfully. 

Large areas of the Karakunuz fields are sown with opium poppies 
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to cater to the habit of smoking opium brought by the Dungans from 
China. We have heard on several occasions that the price of opium 
in Karakunuz is cheaper than anywhere else in the Semirech'e area. 
I t  is said that the nearer to China, the dearer the price of opium. Many 
Dungans asked us whether Russians have any sort of medicine to cure 
the habit of opium smoking. 'l'here is one remedy that Dungans 
regard as effective: this medicine is in the form of small black balls the 
size of a pea, and is very complicated in composition, consisting of the 
juices of various plants. Naturally, this remedy alone is not enough 
to win the battle against this fatal passion: one also needs to have strong 
willpower, and this is just what the opium smoker lacks. There is an 
interesting Dungan song about opium smokers that describes the severe 
consequences of this ruinous habit, and it is said that users of opium 
get very angry when it is sung in their presence. 'l'his song was pub- 
lished in the Semirech'e Regional Gazette in 1897. There is no doubt 
that opium undermines the Dungans' health and shortens their lives. 
However, we did meet a 110-year-old opium smoker in Karakunuz. 

'l'he Dungans are exceedingly dirty people. Probably because of 
this, they have widespread skin and eye diseases. One feels pity when 
one looks at some Dungan boy who has a completely bald head due to 
tetter-the head is often completely encrusted with scabs. 

Some Dungans practice medicine, using Chinese methods to heal 
people. For guidance, they use various medicinal books written in 
Chinese. These half-baked [the authors use "homegrown, home- 
spun"] Aesculapiuses receive most of their medical supplies from China, 
although they do prepare some medication themselves, going on various 
excursions to gather the necessary herbs. These Dungan healers 
manage to acquire patients not only among their own people, but also 
among the Russians. With the latter in mind, they visit Russian cities 
and large villages, sometimes even reaching the European parts of 
Russia. One Karakunuz Dungan became a doctor in the following 
way: he accompanied a Chinese physician as a servant to the city of 
Astrakhan, and when the Chinese physician died there he declared 
without the slightest hesitation that he himself was a physician and so 
he continued his late master's practice. Many Chinese physicians 
come to Karakunuz every year. Dungans say that any long-pigtailed 
Chinese s2n-sing [gjansiq (doctor) becomes a near-celebrity in 
Karakunuz, even though his medical talents were probably not rec- 
ognized in his native country. 

One meets many maimed Dungans with frostbitten feet; they were 
crippled about thirty years ago when, fighting off thc Chinese, they 
came over [the Tien Shan mountains] during the exceptionally severe 
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winter [of 18771 to become Russian subjects. 
Dungans, like people of other nations, have quite a lot of prejudices 

and superstitions. For example, they regard Tuesday as an unlucky day: 
although they do not stop doing their normal tasks on that day, they 
would not start any important new job then and definitely would not 
venture on a long journey.23 One Dungan whom we know, Chzh&bur 
Mafizinan, was sick with some sort of a cold. He went to various 
Karakunuz s&n-sdngs but they could not help him. Then a Dungan 
who wished to help the sick man suggested that he catch and eat a 
live sparrow. The sick man followed this friendly advice, but not 
only did he receive no relief from his original disease, he also caught 
a new one. Later he informed everybody that he received the new 
illness from the sparrow. 

Dungans, like the Chinese, are very loud-talking people. On 
hearing several Dungans talk, a person who is not used to their manner 
of speech would definitely think that they are having a fight. In actual 
fact these Dungans are having a very loud but absolutely peaceful chat. 

As regards Dungan literacy, one can say that it is very low. Their 
whole life in China was a continuous struggle with the Chinese, and 
this did not produce favorable conditions for the development of edu- 
cation. When they arrived in Russia hungry and exhausted, in the 
beginning they were solely occupied with the problem of how to settle 
in their new locations and how to survive by carrying on the occupa- 
tions they had had in China. However, they did pay special attention 
to the study of Islam, which was taught to Dungan children in a most 
elementary form by the mullahs. This education did not progress 
beyond the study of the Koran. Very few Dungans can write Chinese, 
and those who can, write it badly with many mistakes. A few Dungans 
know how to read, write, and speak Russian; but we should note here 
that Dungans in general do not find this language easy to learn. On 
the other hand, many Dungans speak Kirghiz tolerably we11.24 

Street life in Karakunuz is quite different from that of non-Dungan 
villages. The morning has hardly begun when the calls of various 
hawkers offering their products can be heard along the streets. The 
seller of meat calls out "zhou" [ ~ u  B] ; the seller of melon seeds-which 
Dungans eat instead of our sunflower seeds-calls out "gua fizyr" 
[kuadzir ATW]; the man who sells the little fried bread rolls in the 
shape of oblong twists, calls out "ma-khua-&r" [maxuar HEW]; the 
sellers of radishes and other vegetables call out "m&i-lo-bu lai, m&i 
fiai" [ma luapu la, ma ts'a EBB&, W g ,  "Come and buy radishes, 
buy vegetables"]; the seller of watermelons calls out " f i ~ ~ n - ~ u a - l & i "  
[tjjan kua la @A& "Come and select melons"]; the man who sells 
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apples calls out "cheng-sa-go-Gza" [t;z'iy sa kuadxa $@&%T, "What 
apples do you want to weigh?" or @@%T, "Come and buy crab- 
apples"];25 and the vendor of vinegar calls out "dao-Gu-lki" [to ts'zi l e  
{$qE&, "Come and get (lit., pour) vinegar"]. Karakunuz grapes, which 
are a bit sour, are also offered; in a good season, they are sold for not 
more than three kopecks a funt [pound]. Peddlers selling various small 
manufactured goods and haberdashery such as small mirrors and cot- 
ton material, thread, needles, and buttons, appear slightly later in the 
day. These peddlers are called khu-Ian-&za or chxhuan-ddr-di.26 Each 
has his own rattle, and the inhabitants of Karakunuz recognize by 
the rattle's sound what sort of wares the approaching peddler is selling. 

Now a few words should be said about the Dungan dialect. The  
Dungan language is pure Chinese. Like Chinese, it is divided into 
many dialects, all of which differ greatly in the pronunciation of words, 
thus justifying the Chinese proverb: "In China one comes across a 
different dialect every hundred li (a li is a Chinese aersta [mile])." The  
dialect spoken by the Karakunuz Dungans, the majority of whom have 
come from Shaanxi Province, differs from the speech of the Dungans 
living in Vernyi, Pishpek, Przheval'sk, and Dzharkent, who came from 
other Chinese provinces. For example, Karakunuz Dungans use da 
[ta g] for "father," while the Pishpek Dungans use da-da; and Kara- 
kunuz Dungans use ba-ba [papa %%I for "grandfather" and va [wa 421 
for "child," whereas Pishpek Dungans and Dungans from other areas use 
e-e [ieie $$$$I and va-va. While a Karakunuz Dungan refers to maize 
[Indian corn] as &i-ti [Zyt'i XW], Kul'ja Dungans will say bao-gu 
[poku &&I and Dungans from the city of Urumchi will say bo-&-mi 
[pormi &R?+t]. Even in Karakunuz itself there are several Dungan 
dialects. The  dialect spoken by the so-called Dummi Karakunuz 
Dungans who came from the city of Tang-chzhao-fu [fu is a prefec- 
ture] in the province of Si-nan-skng [skng probably is "province," siy in 
Dungan, sheng in Chinese] is quite different from the speech of the 
Dungans who came from Shaanxi Province. For example: 

Dummi 
[Karakunuz Dungans] 

One should note that, generally speaking, the speech of Dungans 
who have adopted Russian citizenship differs from the speech of Dun- 

Shaanxi 
[Karakunuz Dungans] 

stop ! 

take 

a flour mill 

nu-kha [BT (?)I 
khan-shang [khan k ]  

uki-&za [uki F] 

li-kha [*TI 
na-shang [gk] 
mo-Gza [EF] 
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gans who are Chinese subjects. This difference is due to the fact that 
the Dungans who are Russian subjects and who are in constant contact 
with the Kirghiz and other nations of the Semirech'e area have grad- 
ually introduced some Turkic words into their own speech. Examples 
of these borrowings are Khk da i  "God" [Persian Khudd; in anecdote 
2 below it is transcribed as Khkda] ; a-sy-ma-ni "sky" [Arabic al-samd'] ; 
kra-Gxy "I am satisfied," "I agree" [Arabic raditu] ; and a-khk-rk-ti "in 
the next [or other] world" [Arabic al-Zkhiratu, dkhirat in Persian1.27 

Taking into account that there might be people who wish to get 
better acquainted with the Dungan language, we have decided to con- 
clude the present report with some Dungan riddles, proverbs, and 
anecdotes. Apart from their philosophical significance, these literary 
particularities define to a certain degree the Dungan world outlook and 
are thus undoubtedly of interest. 

R I D D L E S ~ ~  
1. +4!3l%Ek&~4~KkI,  J L m k I ,  E M  ; E%??#, JL\B@, ZER 

3 m G f m o  (ST) 
Ten  brothers went up  a high mountain to do some urgent work. 
Eight were working and two were idle. They wrinkled their brows 
in a frown, [but] had joy in their hearts. Snowflakes fell before 
their eyes. (A baldhead [with a scabby, itching skin disease]) 

2. EIDkk-@%, B3AT8, #@@, (&84) [BB41 
I t  is snowing within the square city walls [but] clear outside. (A 
[Dungan-type] flour sieve) 

3. -!!3l!@%%%%?M, -kJLfHzq&$@o (#) 
A dark socket of an eye, even eighteen old oxen cannot move it. 
(A 

4. --4@&@E$bR, &@B~&flkJItRko (SS4) [ZSl 
A white and chubby child has a little knob growing on his tummy. 
(A teapot) 

5. - ~ B ~ ~ @ R ? ~ ~ R ,  @@(@S) l'lnN%*Ro ( E )  
A clod of white clay has no seams [yet] a yellow apricot has been put 
inside. (An egg) 

6. EkMm-ZbRh, ~ % E B & ? ~ A ~ @ J ~  (%4) 
A piece of meat is on the wall [but] no passersby touch it. (A scor- 
pion) 

7. -rnrn@5#ER, BBR%&B&Ro (*) 
A tree has five branches: on the top of each branch a white teapot 
has fallen. (A hand) 

8. -M@rnR55iER, SBR%N@%%ElB0 (@*) 
Pearls and agate have fallen on top of a medium-sized tree. (Dew)30 
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9. -mmmBT4E&R, R~B~W@~R%Zo  (az) 
Many curved sickles on the top of a medium-sized tree. (French 
beans, haricot beans, kidney beans, cowpea) 

10. ((73%)) +&7im%$%T,31 ~BkB&A3@?0 
From outside came a black fellow with a bead of fire on the top of 
his head. (Incense) 

11. -@&&RBB (@@) %&S@RO (&) 
A Mongolian child is placed in a box. (A Dungan-style sh0e)~2 

12. %I@+, #Hap%+, ,%SEO (DB) 
Sparlrling satin is scattered all over the courtyard. (The sun) 

13. --@%%B%I%T E N lu D %%Ao (@) 
A red-beaked black swallow washing its chin in water. (A Dungan- 
style oil lamp) 

14. EGt&TE$$, E%KI&EG+~ (&%T) 
The  one who uses the needle does not use the thread and the one 
who uses the thread does not use the needle. (A spider) 

15. -I-+ a?4%'&dg, B&B&?5+A%Rk0 (E&) 
A whip is lying at the crossroads, not one of the passersby dares to 
pick it (A snake) 

PROVERBS 
1. JL\k*S, &!k$&%o 

The  heart (or soul) is higher than the sky, human life (or fate) is 
thinner than paper. 

2. +2%~J%+R&S, +SK%TE$3RE0 
An old man should not marry a wife of advanced years; an old wife 
is not good for him.34 

ANECDOTES 
1. -@l%%$$B i31%%4kHW7 : '4@$fi%B@@&%&E, %%%C, $$4@E 

ZX&B, %$&BZX4@$$Lb&, %Z%Ef14@0~ B@B%T7% : uZ461 
EE%a%?Z~mE ?J B&&$&&, &&%%, &&%So +f4W%$$&QFmY# : 

"4@~@g&%% ?JI @Tg# ($f;W%)o %$fiqpn770 +f48@B%%T : '@ 
%I 1 %%q%B$e!&Hm*%figE, @Ern+%B%%E !J -@$fi$E#% : U4@ 

glJ%'lb ! 5*%7%&$fl%?%B%$$@B%0~ %75x@?&&2~2%&%70 
Z%Fn7hd3 : P4@#@&7 ? !@&%APE ?J B$fi% : '2% !b!J%A%7@70a 
Z%Z%: 'E 1 4N'GB [BJL\I &*A ! ~EB~%A~E%@?J !i%$fi&Pn7#&: 
r ~ - ~ * s ~ ~ ~ ~  ?J zimtmmmiuO 
A district magistrate commanded his yamen runner, "Find me two 
rooster's eggs, I want to eat them. I'll give you a time limit of three 
days. If after three days you aren't able to produce them, I'll 
beat you to within an inch of your life." The  yamen runner was 
very worried and said, "Where on earth can I find such a thing?" 
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Upon returning [home] he neither ate, nor drank tea, nor spoke. 
His old woman (i.e., wife) asked him, "Why are you worried?" 
He did not speak. The  wife asked again and then he said to her, 
"Ai-yao! The  district magistrate told me to find two rooster's eggs 
for him and that is why I am worried." The  wife said to him, 
"Don't be frightened! After three days I'll go and face the district 
magistrate and answer him." After three days the wife stood in 
front of the district magistrate. The  district magistrate asked her, 
"Why did you come? And where is your [old] man?" The wife 
said, "District magistrate! My husband has given birth to a child." 
The  district magistrate then said, "Wai! (a sigh) You shameless [or 
conscienceless] woman! Who has ever seen a man who could give 
birth to a child?" The  wife asked him in return, "And what rooster 
can lay eggs?" The  district magistrate had nothing to say to this. 

2. --i5%@B (@B) &% A%$SJlb%$Bo --X%&i&&A%S7-%jB+E- 
@t@SE, 31S-4Ellk~%b9;$Jho #hiBl%%T : '@%I ! ~$1Bl$B$tb@$BiV9, 
,"--@I h.l;$tB@frBo I ~ I B ' J % % % j ~ ~ ~ # h ~ ~ I ~ ~ E o  & ! +IB&, a 3U7WB 
B 7 ,  #h&%SSE : 'R% ! d?4@4~lE~J%%, %i%llB@Sb2 !a AiV9LikhZ~ 
B7 ? SE : 'R% %FJWBW (&&XH !) %$$ifl?kb$b$f%~@i?@705 #h 
iBlSW7 : 'Rm ! D$4B'JEI&, Z-@A&klB $ Zi%@jBE !a 
In  one city all men were afraid of their wives. One day, the pas- 
sersby saw a wife pulling a donkey that her husband was riding. 
They then said, "Ai-yao! We are all afraid of [our] wives [and] 
this man is not afraid of [his] wife. Look at [his] wife pulling the 
donkey for him! Come! [Let's] go and beat him up." When they 
arrived in front of him he wept and said, "Ai-yao! I beg you not to 
touch me, my leg is broken." People asked him how it was broken, 
and he saie, "Ai-yao! My G0d!~5 When [my] wife was beating me 
up she broke my leg." They (i.e., the passersby) then said, "Ai-yao! 
We had better go back, this man is also afraid of his own wife!" 

3-  %B-@lA%hB+, -BXhB%@$9~.Ro B@7@l?%&&#B, m% I3 Eb9E 
?&a!z&, &;l;S@+S%*$ABT, ~q@j$i,@-m%#No %jBST : '%$@ 
i%k$MO a BE@$B+II@T-@, !@BIJ bazaar (it'ig) W T--l@$A, 3IS-@R& 
&F%@+o kh+E%-4@$N&E70 BPJB+i@+EE32&S7, %BE+@S(B 
9%) hM%%%?$RO 

It  is said that there was a man who disliked flies, and one summer 
there were a lot of them. He took a fishing net and ran into his 
house and started to catch them. He could not catch them, and 
he got so angry that he burned the net. He asked his old woman 
to make a new net. T h e  old woman said, "I don't know how to 
make nets." He gave her a beating, ran to the market, and bought 
a net. [But] he could not catch the flies with that net, either, so 
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he also burned it. Whcn he was burning it he also set alight the 
house, saying that there were too many flies in the house. 

4. -{[&]%q$$$#wj~?&$$DEo -x{&RTfla@kwj&A, puyfj& : '$iZ-Jfl (x 
Z-f) $lJ{@@iij&/@g$%$g ?J kA$g-Zr$$ (fgg$fi)o %-TAA:$z,h&Ji,$ &i- 
be-bu (pJ$%~&)'~&,k$$(B7, $fi c@JxA~$-({ho Jj,k$ghhs : 'fh l*j- 

[Lqpmyz{H, /!]<,$k$fl#g@g-;g " $f ! {l~l.g/@$fi$~$.ii#~q-$~&, e%#d$%'*%, 
:gJzJ-, @ . $ f i $ ~ $ A m ~ & $ ~ $ E % - ~ ~ $ ~ f ~ $ ~ p ~ ; , $ ~  %-?*is', 
r'@%Pi- --F81i$$2&~fo %T%AZ&-F~fo %3-8li$%Z, B$%BATo Zk3!B 
R&;$T : ' R ~ J  ! 4!J<*T, $~f~,!$? :$&, $2$f14@#7-&$0~ &IapJn${&, 
u~pg.gfimpt~*~ %-ppt~,  g ~ t n ~ ,  $fi;/x~;%r~ : ' ~ 1 %  ! gm-jz-jrbe@nE ?J 
.kA$E{th?$: ' { ~ F ~ R A B ~ Z ~ B $ % ~ ~  %-Ti&- FTo %$$B$fi%AFEp7tY ~ f ,  3 A 
~@&S$%PU~@$B '4@@%W ?J g-$fis : '$%$$4iF+].&DE !J %APn? : '[&I M-J' 
ffi- ~4 - ?  .J kAlLq#% : r r f f 9 ~ f , ~  %Au-l.Bi!~$$?*~ $$B+~%l$%~f~  %A?$, 
7+~7&52$3&$~43n~ : 's-#jzg--~- $z$yz0 ~ k z { + ~ ~ m q ~ ~  --p-e&{gg~ 
+%, ezq-gyfo zq-Efi~fo ~I.X%A$~@.$B~$$DE : FJ$,T%-~/~J~E-+~JI 
~ $ # 3 ~ / ! ] ( @ ~ ~ 0 J  aT$Bx, $ - $ ~ ~ ~ T z ~ T ~ ~ ! ~ f f i & o  zg-sflE 'Rl% ! /!I< 
n.- 
/s $g$FkAo 4@#5!$i%-J'0 $km?g&P&T, %&%T, ?J~B2/1\46, 4@ 
% M ~ . ~ ~ F ~ J % A + E $ ~ ~ B $ $ I ~ ~ ~ J C @ ~ ~ ~  q;! $kVj$.ATo !&&7%k!J 
A baldhead worked for a shopkeeper. One day he saw a good- 
looking woman and asked her, "Whcn it is dark, [if] I come to you, 
would you want me or not?" The  woman did not speak. But be- 
cause the baldhcad said this every day, the woman bccame anxious 
and told her husband about him. The  husband said to her, "If 
he asks you again answer him and say, 'All right! But you must 
bring me five bottles of wine. Kill five chickens, pluck them, and 
bring them along [too]'." The  wife obeyed her husband's instruc- 
tions and said this to the baldhead. The  baldhcad was overjoyed 
and straightaway brought over all the things. When it bccame dark 
the husband hid himself. The  baldhead, not knowing anything 
about this, walked into the house. Upon seeing him the woman 
said, "Ai-yao! You have come. How are you? Please sit down, 
I'll go and make you some tea." When the water (lit., tea) was 
boiling, the husband called out for the wife to open the door. The  
baldhead got flustered and frightened and said to the woman, "Ai- 
yao! What [are we going] to do?" The  woman said to him, 
"Quicli, hide in this tub (or barrel)!" The  baldhead hid himself, 
and the woman opcncd the door for her husband. The  husband 
came and said to his wife, "What are you doing?" The  wife said, 
"I am making tea for you." T h e  husband asked, "Has the water 
boiled?" The  woman answered him and said, "It has." The  
husband asked her to bring the tea. T h e  husband thought of a 
plan and said to the wife, "This tea is not good. I want to tip it 
out," and immediately poured the tea into the tub, scalding the 
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baldhead. The  baldhead ran away. On the following day, the 
husband said to the wife, "When you see the baldhead, invite him 
again." After a few days, the wife saw the baldhead and invited 
him again. The  baldhead said, "Ai-yao! You are a bad woman. - 
You have played a trick on me. You drank my wine and ate my 
chicken-that is not all that important-[but] you also made your 
husband scald my head with boiling water. No! I am not coming 
again. You can't dupe me again!" 

5. Z@%3-@iBT [XI %T&$lJ-@%$BE%io 3i-4@%+ Z%E : '%@?4! 
55.d %Im%?&gE, ZRB: '7<! %E&oJ %ZmE+&E@+4!&o % 
Z@$6%+{r73$.#370 -{@%q-sT : 'frTg ! (@f$ !)!$I:$$# ! %{r7#3&- 
P E ~ ( - ~ B & ) ~  --FB&T~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 - i r v m ~ ~ q ~ ~  W~~IBS,  NIJGM 
WB$4E, @$&W%AEI&4mPq&o @$B%+%%UkM@B (?%@), $t?%hF4 
7 P7To 3 h B & ,  %-&R~$@P@3oE : 'W+?9aBiB%-BR, 4@BU-%k 
RAJMo~ @P&*kMfi~Lk, $EBAYW%PE : 'ERl! A?B3-%22?3 (?%@I 4iA 
rE !J %A24frB (&24)37AB3WA@7, *ZrnE?%B&-%, #4r7z4@ 
%PEETO %AJlt7, %3&&%DE : rE% ! Z@13&S#3+1b30 %4~7B3-+B 
4?7Z4Q3%A0 Z!?EZ@ISJ/&~SI%Z-J', %4~7F6@f%7~4+fiTT0 7~%%W$S, 
$EzZ@%? [XI % 7 1 ~ 1 ~ i t h % % % f i @ 0 ~  %zXF$d (Fk), % U % ! ~ % ? % ? % l  
F~k&T-m@s%W ( @ % r n ) O  !%%M?#3nE : '%G-,%RSh/%!@#t?%%- 
To X8/SEZ@lBWS : %EXkSo @&@l (B+X) Bd%B3&7-@lG%W% 
4, E7 (@?9 &?97 (%7)o Sf R%%CQ%34 ski-bk-bu ($9#3&), 38 +E 
Z@3%h1mMi&Fg@#fiBo %3$4@%$t?%z@l3~/g~ %$$4@g=+rn&R4, 
~ E E E ~ S 1 ~ ~ 4 @ % ~ l $ $ h 3 0 ~  @S%b9E,BI+R3$E3, GETo [XI %7&%E 
%+gs%msf iaam,  FlFlJ&P&@~&@x+~$~+~E0 W M E E ~ ~  : ' 4 ~  
%%%%+?g@%-%Bi&3pE, !@z#qma&70 4@z&R@z@lZTg 
s&2&-%Ri&30~ B$S~%&&%IZEE$~~I@%A, + E % ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ i &  
k%&7,  ~PI&@$BX$${&~DE : ! .I@Zmhllli4 ! $c$k{@?93D,%? +E% 
"F-K&i&k, 40 ?9@,$cW$%, ~ ~ l r n H & T ,  zfR="t.L;BIS-,mf:&k:'--* 251JBB 

Z2S?%W%3E!%%+%f%, &i&3X-@lRG@5B (?%@I @&To @ 
IYJB~!E~~!I?~!%BG@&~B (&@2A) G-fNA3ISSSDE (&B+)o 3IS-{!4 A S S  
%hpE%'kD%@7%?%@%o g%%W%%%?1f!7, ?&#&TO %-!@hgs 
%hB%@E, @%#&RTo !z5%%&?9&k+t!l, S T % 7 ,  EZ3PEZfi 

! %%W%, i@qZf!D&70 7< ! ZBR%%U~PBE%&&7, =+5E3 
[E+El $fi+&7<@-J'o E@l$R+-%+B7<To~ 
Three baldheads were talking about visiting a woman after dark. 
T h e  first baldhead said, "I'll go first." The  second baldhead an- 
swered and said, "No! I want to go." The  third baldhead also 
wanted to go first. They talked themselves into a deadlock. One 
baldhead [then] said, "Stop! Let's not talk ourselves into a dead- 
lock. Let's go together." [So] they all went. The  woman opened 
the door for them. They entered, and just when they sat down on 
the kang the woman's husband returned and called to her to open 
the door. The  woman hid the baldheads inside the stove and [then] 
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opened the door for her husband. The  husband came in and in a 
short while said to his wife, "It is a bit chilly in the house, light the 
stove (lit., add a bit to the stove)." T h e  woman lit the stove and 
called out to the husband, "Ai-yao! There are people in the stove!" 
The  husband immediately extinguished the fire in the stove, pulled 
the baldheads out, had one look at  them and realized that all three 
of them had died from smoke inhalation. The  husband got very 
worried and said to the wife, "Ai-yao! This is bad. We have three 
corpses in our house. If the authorities find out about this, both 
our lives won't be worth living. No matter what, when it is dark 
we'll have to quietly throw the baldheads out of the city." Next 
day, in the morning, a beggar came to their door. The  wife said to 
him, "I have a small problem you can help me with. What hap- 
pened is this: I am a widow. A sick baldhead came here yesterday 
and he died in the night. Now because I am afraid that I'll be 
punished, I am thinking of quietly throwing the body out of the city. 
I beg you to help me do this. I'll reward you with twenty ounces 
of silver, but don't tell anybody about it." The  beggar, wanting to 
earn twenty ounces of silver, agreed. When it was dark, he came 
and, carrying the baldhead on his back, dragged the body and threw 
it out of the city. He [then] returned to the woman to ask for the 
twenty ounces of silver. The  woman said to him, "Why didn't 
you throw the baldhead a bit further? Look! He has run back. 
Now, carry this baldhead on your back and throw him to a place 
that is further away." The  beggar, not knowing that this was the 
second corpse, carried the baldhead on his back [and] for the second 
time went to throw him to a place further away. When he came 
back, the wornan said to him again, "Ai-yao! You! Didn't I tell 
you to throw the baldhead further away? You didn't listen to me 
[and] he has run back again. This  time you must definitely throw 
him to a place that is even further." The  beggar, for the third 
time, carried the baldhead on his back and went to throw him to a 
faraway place, and on the top of that, into a deep ravine. When he 
was throwing [the corpse] he did not see that there was a man in 
the ravine who was doing you know what (relieving himself). Seeing 
the dead body, that man got frightened and ran into the city. The  
beggar, seeing that the baldhead was running, pursued him. The  
man, thinking that the dead body was pursuing him, ran even faster. 
The  beggar, not being able to overtake the man, got very angry and 
cursed the baldhead, saying, "Ha! [You!] Descendant of the devil! 
You have run back again! No! This time I won't go back to the 
woman. And I don't want the twenty-five (twenty) ounces of silver 
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any more. I n  your whole lifetime you could never earn it." 

EPILOGUE: MASANCHIN (THE FORMER KARAKUNUZ) IN 1991 
As mentioned in the Introduction, 3,314 Dungan refugees arrived in 
Karakunuz in the spring of 1878 and made a camp there. 'I'he kolkhoz 
"Komintern" was created in Karakunuz in 1930. A second kolkhoz, 
"V. V. Kuibyshev," was created in 1935. In 1950 the two kolkhozes 
were joined into one, the name "Komintern" being retained. I n  1965, 
by decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Kazakh S.S.R., 
the selo of Karakunuz was renamed the selo of Masanchin in honor of 
the eightieth birthday of the 'I'urkcstan civil war hero, M. Masanchin. 
Under the prcscnt administrative arrangement, the selo of Masanchin 
is in Kurdai rnion of the Dzhambul oblast', Kazakhstan. 

I visited the Dungans in 1977 and 1985. My general impression 
of thc Dungans was that they were vcry hardworking, skillful, and 
successful farmcrs; that in comparison with the rest of the country 
they lived very well; that most of the people with responsible jobs in 
the kolkhozcs and the scholars and literary men in the cities were Com- 
munists; and that, on the surface at lcast, therc was no sign of religion 
-Islam certainly was not mentioned in their literary works, textbooks, 
or the newspapcr, and the Islamic ritcs that were observcd by the Dun- 
gans in, for instance, thcir weddings, circumcisions, and especially 
funerals, were preserved simply as old customs and traditions. As 
for Masanchin, my impression was that, while some kolkhozcs had a 
feeling of progress and achievement, the selo of Masanchin had an aura 
of history. Pcople hcre took time to talk of the past; they were proud 
of the fact that the selo was originally a camp; old Dungans still re- 
ferred to it as "Iiqp'an." In  1977 they told me, "Next year it will 
be exactly 100 years since our forefathers arrivcd here. We are going 
to celcbrate the centcnary." There was talk of erecting a monument 
to Bo Yan-hu, and pcrhaps building a small museum depicting how 
the Dungans crossed the Tien Shan and how they lived in the begin- 
ning. They sadly told me the story of how Bo Yan-hu had to hide 
because the Qing govcrnmcnt wanted this Muslim rebcl leader dead 
or alive, and how his grave had been found dug up and his coffin opencd. 
"But the Dungans were clever," they boasted, "the body of Da-hu 
was never in that coffin and those who removed his body never revealed 
whcre he was actually buried; unfortunately, their secret died with 
them. Now no one knows whcre his grave is!"3" 

Some Dungans took me to the old cemctery nearby, whcre the 
Dungans who crossed the 'I'ien Shan and lived in the early settlement 
were buried. Unfortunately, thc graveyard was a large stretch of 
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wilderness, unkempt and forgotten, with only parched earth and an 
occasional mound overgrown with grass. The  sole visible evidence 
that this field was once a cemetery was a broken-down wall made of 
mud bricks, and a beautiful gate. 

I n  1991 I visited the Dungans for the third time. Since we know 
the situation of the Dungans in Karakunuz in 1897, it might be of in- 
terest to end this article with a short account of it ninety-four years 
later. 

T^sibuzgin and Shmakov wrote that there were about 1,000 house- 
holds in Karakunuz, over 4,000 people in all, among whom were a 
small number of Sarts, Taranchis, and Kazakhs, but absolutely no Rus- 
sians. I n  1977 there were 5,500 people in the selo, of whom 4,000 
were Dungans. The  rest, representing fifteen nationalities, were 
Russians, Kazakhs, Germans, Karachai, and Kirghiz. In  1991 Masan- 
chin had 800 households with a population of 15,000 people, 0.5 per- 
cent of whom were Russians, Kazakhs, Uighurs, and Germans. 

In  1991 the most striking change was the fervent revival of the 
religion-the Dungans openly prayed after every meal and some young 
people made a point of declaring that they were practicing Muslims. 
As the Dungans in Masanchin were still divided into Gkshi and &man 
groups, two mosques, which would altogether hold about 2,800 people, 
were being built. Several groups of children were receiving religious 
instruction, either in the old mosque or at the home of the ahung. 

Another change in Masanchin was the disintegration of the kol- 
khoz in its old form, although the kolkhoz Komintern still existed in 
name. Each Dungan family hired land from the government and 
handed in a fixed amount of their products, using what was left over 
for their own needs and selling the rest at the markets. Perhaps it 
should be mentioned here that the flourishing markets throughout 
that part of Central Asia were mainly reliant upon the Dungans' pro- 
duce. The  Dungans in Masanchin whom I visited in 1991 lived ex- 
ceptionally well. They had large complexes of bedrooms and a living 
room centered around a courtyard, with fields and an orchard behind 
the house. T h e  rooms were large and decorated with carpets. They 
still ate with chopsticks and served an enormous number of Chinese 
dishes at every meal. And they still sat and slept on kangs. Most 
of the Masanchin Dungans had television sets, and many had cars. 

Masanchin had two schools, one with 3,000 pupils and the other 
with 2,000. The  instruction in these schools was conducted in Rus- 
sian. T h e  Dungan language was taught two hours a week. 

Masanchin had one hospital. Several shops and a small market 
were located on the street named after Bo Yan-hu. Masanchin also 
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FIG. 1. Masanchin girls dressed as present-day brides. 

FIG. 2. A Dungan bride. 
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FIG. 3. A Masanchin woman, dressed as a bride, welcoming tourists. 

FIG. 4. A display of present-day bridal shoes in Masanchin. 
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had one palace of culture. This club had many functions: films were 
shown in its auditorium; concerts were often performed there by artists 
on tour or by local amateur youth groups; dances were held once a week 
in the auditorium, and conferences or meetings were occasionally held 
at which local problems, such as how the Dungan language should be 
taught in the schools, were discussed. A problem that was worrying 
the Dungans when I was there-and was soon to be discussed in the 
auditorium-was the fact that most of the Kirghiz wanted all the land 
in Kirgizstan to belong to the Kirghiz. 

In  1991 Masanchin was used for a special occasion. A group of 
tourists on a silk-route tour reached Kirgizstan, and, while they were 
in Bishkek, the local welcoming committee decided that Masanchin 
was unusual and colorful enough to be shown to these tourists. Four 
photographs of this event are presented here, and it should be noted 
that the bridal outfits shown in the photographs are actually used by 
present-day Dungan brides. 

Thinking over my journeys through the Dungan selos and kol- 
khozes in 1977, 1985, and 1991, I cannot help but recall ~oi^arkov's 
prediction of 1901. After he described the terrible ordeals the Dun- 
gans went through during their rebellions in China, the several harsh 
winters in the area of the Tien Shan, the famines in Russian Central 
Asia, and the horrendous suffering undergone and overcome by the 
Dungans when they crossed the Russian border, he wrote: 

And thus the years of the severe trials and deprivations were over 
. . . and the time for a new and happy life had come. . . . We 
firmly believe that . . . the ancient Central Asian steppes and 
deserts will become alive and will blossom with cities and villages, 
and people of different ranks and nationalities will work together 
where before human blood flowed for no good reason. (1901, 71- 

72) 

N O T E S  

1. Most Russian and Dungan scholars refer to Muslims in both China and 
Russia as "Dungans." I refer to the Muslims in China as "Chinese Muslims" and 
to the Chinese Muslims as "Dungans" once they have crossed the border. The 
Dungans themselves only use the term "Dungane" when they speak or write in Rus- 
sian. In the early days in Russia they referred to themselves as t p g - + n $ i g  
and from about 1960 as xucjdzzi (i.e., Muslims). 

2. The original account (written in the old Russian alphabet) was obtained from 
the Leningrad Academy of Sciences on microfilm. Nothing has been omitted in the 
English translation, and I have tried, as far as possible, to preserve the punctuation, 
paragraph divisions, and tone of the original in the translation. Chinese characters 
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and footnotes are added for clarification. The round brackets belong to the original, 
my comments or clarifications are given in square brackets. T^sibuzgin and Shmakov 
give the Dungan words in Cyrillic transcription. These words and the Russian words 
in the text are transcribed in my translation according to the Library of Congress 
transliteration of Cyrillic. For my transcription of the present-day Dungan alphabet 
see the Appendix. When necessary, the pronunciation of a Dungan word converted 
into this transcription is also placed in square brackets. Note that Sibuzgin and 
Shmakov refer to both the Dungans in Russia and the Muslims in China as "Dun- 
gans." 

3. The  Chinese text of this account is to be found in MA Tung 1981, 77-78. 
See also Hui-hui yuan-lai and RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF DYER 1981-83. 

4 .  The ending i is most probably a Russian plural ending used by Dungans 
when talking to their Russian inquirers. 

5. STRATANOVICH (1963, 530-31) gives a different explanation as to why this 
settlement was called Karakunuz. According to him, this name originated at the 
time the Dungans lived in mud huts and male Dungans wore black. When visited by 
the Kirghiz or Kazakhs, the male Dungans would appear in their national black clothes 
at the entrance of their mud huts looking "just like beetles." In Kirghiz a black 
beetle is kara konguz, hence Karakunuz. fisuaov (1961, 18, n. 4), however, alleges 
that Karakunuz is a distorted Kazakh word kark-kuguz, meaning "black beetle." 

6. fisuaov (1961, 43) writes that the official name of this village was Nikolaev- 
skoe, in honor of the Czar Nikolai; Kazakhs and Kirghiz called it Karakunuz and 
Dungans named it iigp'an. However, SUSHANLO (1959, 38) writes that the village 
of Karakunuz was created in  1878, the year of the Dungans' arrival there, and that it 
was renamed Nikolaevskoe later. 

7. f i s u ~ o v  (1961, 41) writes that the mud in Karakunuz happened to be of the 
best quality for making mud bricks, and that by the end of the first year of their ar- 
rival (1878) all Dungans had built houses and walls around the houses with mud bricks. 
However, these were temporary dwellings. Better houses were built from around 
1880 to 1882. Part of Bo Yan-hu's house still stands today, and his grandson Dzhabur 
Bai Imamov is living in it. 

8. In  discussing how the Muslim clergy oppressed the working people, SUSHANLO 
(1959, 36) mentions that in 1888 thirty-seven out of 2,639 inhabitants in Karakunuz 
were imams or mullahs. (Note that Tsibuzgin and Shmakov say that there were 
over 4,000 inhabitants in Karakunuz in 1897.) 

9.  G s u ~ o v  (1961, 43) mentions that in 1885 there were thirty-six mullahs in 
Karakunuz, several mosques and prayerhouses, and even one (Russian-Dungan) school 
for boys consisting of just one class. The aim of the latter was to teach Russian to 
the children of rich Dungan families. SUSHANLO (1959, 77-79) writes that before the 
October Revolution the education of the Dungans throughout the whole of the Se- 
mirech'e region was of very low quality. In  1890, for example, the mullahs taught 
295 Dungan children in the Dungan settlements, and by 1914 this number had only 
increased to 460. The teaching was conducted in Arabic, a language unknown to the 
children, and the main method of teaching was memorization of incomprehensible 
words and phrases from the Islamic canons. This religious teaching was done in the 
mosques or prayerhouses. Karakunuz, for example, had more than fifty religious 
schools. On the slightest provocation, severe corporal punishment was meted out 
in these schools. Some of the representatives of the Dungan people, sensing that the 
religious schools were a hindrance to better education, started to build with their own 
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money schools in which the children were able to receive a secular education and, 
what was very important, to learn the Russian language. A school of this kind was 
built in Karakunuz in 1884. It  was privately funded by the inhabitants of Karakunuz 
and cost 9,905.76 rubles. Similar schools were later established in other Semirech'e 
settlements. The teaching in these schools was conducted in Russian by Russian 
teachers. The Dungan imams and mullahs were against these Russian schools and 
tried to stop Dungan children from attending them. Because of this, although no 
more than sixty Dungan children attended the Russian schools in 1897, by 1914 this 
number had diminished to only forty pupils. In  any case, only the children of the 
rich Dungans and a few Russians attended these Russian-Dungan schools. Sushanlo 
mentions that V. I. fiibuzgin was a teacher in a Russian-Dungan school in Kara- 
kunuz, and that he compiled a practical textbook for this school together with a 
Dungan fellow-teacher, ChzhGbur MaGzinan. Yet Tsibuzgin writes that there are 
no Russians in Karakunuz and only mentions prayerhouse schools. 

10. The  elaborate celebration of special events such as the birthdays of infants, 
weddings, and funerals has been preserved among Dungans to the present day. In 
1985, for example, about 100 guests and I attended a very festive celebration when 
a Shaanxi Dungan baby was forty days old (RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF DYER 1991a, 37-52). 

11. The author ate the same sort of dish in 1985, eighty-eight years later (RIMSKY- 
KORSAKOFF DYER 1991a, 50-51). 

12. A Dungan banquet today consists of nine, eighteen, twenty-four, thirty-six, 
or forty-eight dishes. (Shaanxi Dungans also have a thirteen-dish banquet.) These 
dishes are arranged in three rows extending the length of a long rectangular table. 
All the above numbers, except the thirteen dishes served by the Shaanxi Dungans, 
are divisible by three and therefore can be arranged in three rows. For a description 
of present-day Dungan food see RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF DYER 1979,62-72, and SUSHANLO 
1971, 150-69. For Dungan cookbooks, see f i s u ~ o v  and GSUROVA 1988 and SAVUROV 
1989. 

13. In China, the character &# (salty, pickled) is normally pronounced xian, but 
can also be pronounced han. I t  is interesting to note that Tsibuzgin and Shmakov say 
that Dungans pronounce it xian, yet all contemporary Dungan dictionaries give its 
pronunciation as han. 

14. For a description of Dungan clothes, see SUSHANLO 1959, 169-90; STRATANO- 
VICH 1963, 546-49; SHINLO 1965, 63-74; and RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF DYER 1979, 88-99. 

15. SUSHANLO (1971, 241) refers to this instrument as k'ujandzz' (probably u$H4). 
He writes that it is a reed instrument made of metal that was very popular among 
Dungan women, especially girls. It  is not used anymore, but the old people described 
it to him as an instrument in the shape of a ring with an opening. A steel reed with a 
hook is attached to the slightly stretched ends of the opening. To  play it, one places 
the steel reed side of the ring between one's teeth while vibrating the hook with one 
hand. The sound of the vibration is strengthened by the resonance of the mouth 
cavity. Note that the noun suffix dza in the text is the same as Sushanlo's dzi .  Dza 
is the colloquial form and was used in the written language in the past. Now, though 
often pronounced as dza,  the written form is always dzi .  The Chinese equivalent is 
also officially written as z i  but often pronounced as za. 

16. According to STRATANOVICH (1963, 551), Chinese-style bound feet were still 
observed among the Gansu Dungan women of the selo of Yrdyk in 1945, and among 
the Shaanxi Dungan women in the selo of Shor-TLbe as late as 1948. The Shaanxi 
Dungans were always more conservative in speech and custom. 
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17. G s u ~ o v  (1961, 41-42), mentions that as early as 1882 district officials were 
ordered to allocate land to the new arrivals. Unfortunately, whereas each of the 
original local males (the old inhabitants who were already there when the Dungans 
arrived) had ten dessiatinas (each dessiatina equals 2.7 acres) of land, each Dungan 
male only received three dessiatinas. Moreover, the erstwhile leaders of Bo Yan- 
hu's detachment took advantage of their former position and grabbed the best land 
in disproportionately large amounts, and because of this some Dungans did not get 
any land at all. 

18. SUSHANLO (1959, 44-45) writes that, before the arrival of the Dungans, the 
vegetables in the Semirech'e area were grown mainly by Russians, and the prices were 
high. After the arrival of the Dungans, vegetables became twice or even three times 
cheaper. In  comparison with the other nationalities in the area, the Dungans (who 
actually had much less land) managed to grow comparatively more produce. 

19. SUSHANLO (1959, 41-42) writes that Dungans and Taranchis (Uighurs) in- 
troduced rice cultivation into the Semirech'e area at the end of the 1870s and the 
beginning of the 1880s. From the eighties on, the Dungans who migrated from the 
Ili (Kul'ja) area started to produce rice in the Chu River valley. It  is true that the 
Karakunuz Dungans had already experimented with the production of rice on the 
land given to them, but their harvest was lower than average and this forced some of 
them to lease land for rice planting. By the end of the nineties they were leasing 
land along the banks of the river Chu from the Kirghiz manaps (the administrators 
of nomadic communities) and companies in the Tokmak volost' (small rural district). 

20. Chinaware was mended in this way in China in the past. SUSHANLO (1959, 
38-39) mentions that, as some Dungans in Karakunuz only had three dessiatinas of 
land and some did not have any land, a great number of them were hired farm laborers 
who worked for rich Dungans, Russians, or Uighurs. Some were tradesmen or crafts- 
men. 

21. POIXRKOV (1901, 74) lists some of the good and bad qualities of the Dungans. 
According to him, their best quality was that they carried out any errand or obligation 
honestly and accurately. One could rely on their word completely and no written 
agreement was ever necessary. But in return they demanded the same accuracy and 
high-quality work from others. However, unlike the first "ten to fourteen" years 
after their arrival, ~ofarkov heard rumors that they had now started to cheat and steal. 
As for their bad qualities, the Dungans were vindictive, irritable, quick-tempered, and 
malicious. 

22. f u s u ~ o v  (1961, 53-55) writes that after the Dungans settled down in Russia, 
the Czarist government granted them self-rule. This, with other factors, gave the 
Dungan clergy great religious and judicial power. However, in Karakunuz, the largest 
of the five Dungan settlements, Bo Yan-hu was chosen to govern the Karakunuz 
Dungans with the help of a specially appointed village chief. But Bo Yan-hu's ad- 
ministrative days lasted only a short time. The kulaks (those Dungans who became 
rich after their arrival) tried to obtain more land, but the best land was already taken 
by former leaders in Bo Yan-hu's detachment, who were there first. Both sides 
lodged complaints with Bo Yan-hu, but he actually had no authority to deal with this 
problem. The struggle over the land led to the formation of the groups that were 
known by their Kirghiz names of Gkshi, for the leaders of Bo Yan-hu's detachment, 
and &man for the rich Dungans. Both groups tried to lure the poor Dungans to their 
side, and both groups were helped and supported by different sections of the clergy 
(the Gkshi group was supported by clergy belonging to the New Sect [RBI, while the 
clergy belonging to the Old Sect [BB] supported the &man group). Eventually the 
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&man group won. Bo Yan-hu was dismissed and a volost' head was appointed in his 
place. T h e  struggle between the two groups continued, however. This type of 
struggle occurred under different names in most of the other Shaanxi Dungan settle- 
ments-in the selo of Yrdyk, for example, and in such cities as Tokmak, Pishpek, and 
Vernyi. As for the outcome of the hostilities between the two groups, Sushanlo men- 
tions that the "sect struggle" worsened to such a degree that the Gkshi group peti- 
tioned the State Senate in 1898 for a new settlement location, and at the beginning of 
1902 a small place called ~hor- be was developed into a new Dungan settlement. 
T h e  division of one Dungan settlement into two did not, however, quell the animosity 
between these two groups; flaring up at intervals, it continued through the October 
Revolution, right up to the time of the completion of the collectivization. According 
to SUSHANLO, the mutual animosity between these two Karakunuz groups, and their 
different religious practices, can be traced back to the time of the Qing dynasty before 
the migrations (1971, 270-72). These two groups still exist at present (see the epi- 
logue). T h e  Dungan historian, I. 6isupov, told me that the &man group comprises 
the Dungans of the Gansu group and that their religious beliefs and practices are closer 
to the rest of the Muslims. 

23. This  attitude towards Tuesday is still prevalent among Dungans. In  1985 I 
was told that Dungan weddings could be held on any day except a Tuesday or a Friday 
(the day for rest and prayer). Tuesday is giefanb~ in Dungan (the names of weekdays 
in Dungan are borrowed from the Persian language). T h e  explanation of why the 
Dungans regard it as unlucky is that one meaning for the word xie is "slanting, 
crooked" ($:I), and therefore everything done on that day will go wrong. 

24. This  account relates to 1897. We know that 3,314 Dungans settled in Kara- 
kunuz early in 1878. GSUROV (1961, 43) writes that by 1885 the population of the 
settlement had increased by sixty-five people, and that there were forty-six people in 
Karakunuz who were literate. 

25. "Apple" in Dungan is kuadzi. I n  Chinese this term is used for all fruit, 
while "apple" is pingguo ( B R ) .  "Fruit" in Dungan is ts'ivxzta or kot'ian (probably 

and RH, provided that both xua and ko are mispronunciations of kuea). 

26. Both of these are colloquial terms and do not appear in Dungan dictionaries. 
Khu-lung-Gza (xiilovdza in Dungan) could be a number of things, including perhaps 
"a wanderer who calls out" (V&T), while chzhuan-d2r-di (dzuan tirti in Dungan) 
is probably "a maker of shoe soles" (@Ex&). I n  former days the Chinese and 
Dungans often made their shoes and soles from cloth. The  method of making soles 
is as follows: layers of material are glued together, the sole is cut out and small stitches 
are sewn through and all over the sole with rope, hence the term man,  which means 
"to pierce," "to bore a hole." Although present-day Dungans, except for some more 
conservative Shaanxi Dungan women, do not wear this type of shoe anymore, em- 
broidered shoes with rope-sewn soles are still worn by Dungan brides. For details 
and photographs, see RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF DYER 1977-78, 376-77. 

27. Perhaps it should be noted here that T^sibuzgin and Shmakov's account 
agrees with ~oi^arkov's description of the Dungans of the same period. For instance, 
P O I ~ R K O V  (1901, 71-76) also mentions that the Dungans are hardworking, honest, 
and quick-tempered; that they depend a great deal on horses; that they are excellent 
farmers, orchardists, and market gardeners; that they make good blacksmiths, metal 
craftsmen, and carpenters; and that there was animosity, with hatred, fighting, and 
even killings between the Karakunuz Gkshi and Gman  groups. 

28. Tsibuzgin and Shmakov present the riddles, proverbs, and anecdotes in the 
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Cyrillic transcription and a Russian translation. I have converted the Cyrillic trans- 
cription into Chinese characters; the characters that I am not sure of are placed in 
brackets. Clarifications and explanations in the English translation are given in round 
brackets; square brackets are used for additional information. A few comments 
should be made about the text. The text presents a picture of people who speak a 
very simple and colloquial language; they suffer from flies; they have scabs on their 
heads, and they seem to like jokes about baldheads. As for the language of the text, 
it is pronounced in the Shaanxi dialect; for instance, 7; is pronounced as xu, 8 is fa, 

is$, and the general measure word ge is used for all the nouns (with the exception 
of --j@@ "a city" in riddle 2; however, -f@$ is used in anecdote 2). This feature of 
the Dungan language is discussed by KALIMOV (1958, 82-101) and DYER (1965, 122- 
28). The term khu-tkhu in the Russian transcription, which occurs fairly often, war- 
rants a special mention. Though it is ds, "behind," it is used as @s, "inside," 
throughout the text (in riddles 1, 5, and in anecdotes 2, 3, and especially 5). None 
of the present-day Dungan scholars who were consulted on this point in 1991 could 
give a satisfactory explanation for why "behind" is used for "inside." I t  should be 
noted here that the riddles and anecdotes occasionally also use +4@ for "inside" (in, 
for instance, riddle 15 and in anecdotes 3 and 5 ;  in anecdote 5 we even have %@?& 
@, the literal translation of which should be "[there was a man] in and behind the 
ravine"). 

29. This riddle and riddle 9 are very popular riddles that appear often in present- 
day school textbooks. 

30. This and the following riddle start with "a tree [which is] not low [and] not 
tall." This beginning also occurs in several present-day Dungan riddles. 

31. In the Russian transliteration the riddle begins with "ngan-ngan Gza." It  
is hard to work out what ngan could mean, especially as no such sound is found any- 
where else in the whole text. If it is nun it could be an or nun in Mandarin. On the 
other hand, it could be gun, which means "from outside." 

32. These are Chinese-style shoes. See n. 26. 
33. The Cyrillic transliteration of the second last character in this riddle is ~ z & n  

which could be W, (to meet, to see) or jf$ (to pick up). The Russian translation of the 
last sentence means "not one of the passersby dares to look at it." 

34. The Cyrillic transliteration of the fifth and sixth characters is n&n-go, which 
most probably is +& (advanced in years, old). However, the Russian translation of 
this proverb means : "An old man should not marry a young wife; a young wife is a 
bad thing [for the old man]." 

35. KhudG (a Persian word; @s in Chinese) is used in the northwestern part of 
China (the area from where the Dungans originally came) for A11Zlh ($+$ in Chinese). 
The Russians transcribed it as KhJda. 

36. This is the Dungan pronunciation of the Arabic word sabab, which they use 
with the meaning of "reason," "pretext," "cause," "because." 

37. The Concise Dungan-Russian Dictionary (KALIMOV and SUSHANLO 1968, 80) 
has k'ali-masati @J*j+$#iB for "instantly, quickly." 

38. See n. 36. 

39. There are several theories as to where Bo Yan-hu is buried. According to 
the Dungan historian SUSHANLO (1959, 15, 17), Bo Yan-hu died in Pishpek (the pre- 
sent Bishkek) on 26 July 1882; as the Qing government had offered 200,000 ounces 
of silver for his head, his grave was opened up. However, the Dungans had anti- 
cipated that this would happen, and had buried a wooden dummy in the grave 
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while Bo Yan-hu's friends and companions-in-arms buried him secretly in Tokmak. 
Sushanlo concludes that the whereabouts of the grave of this "outstanding champion 
of the Dungan people" is therefore unknown. On the other hand, the famous Dungan 
poet &syr Shivaza told me in 1985 that Bo Yan-hu had died in Karakunuz, where 
Dungans buried a wooden dummy in his grave; they then brought the real body to 
Frunze (the present Bishkek) and buried it in the yard of the house where Bo Yan-hu's 
son lived. I visited this site on Dzerzhinsky Avenue, one of the most beautiful boule- 
vards of this city, and found a large government building standing on the block where 
Bo Yan-hu's son had lived. 
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